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Editor’s Note

Editor’s Page

Once again we have come to a new year and a new
Back to School issue. The Applause staff has been very
busy getting together this issue and dealing with the
seemingly endless challenges that the September paper
brings. Despite the fact that I’m having to face that I
must be absolutely insane to sacrifice myself as the editor
in chief for another nine issues while tackling my senior
year, I am incredibly excited about the possibilities that
another year at Applause brings!
Our Back to School issue is full of students’ summer experiences,
new SOA staff members, and a look into the future of SOA’s new campus.
I hope you’re having a great September!
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Meet the Applause staff for 2009-2010
Rebecca Forman

Creative Writing, 11th Grade
Favorite Food: Moroccan
Last album bought:
Lost Wisdom- Mount Eerie
Favorite Subject: History
Trip this summer:
Carrowinds with Caroline
and Colleen!

Brittany Ropp

Deborah Crocker

Wesley Snell

Creative Writing, 12th Grade
Favorite Hobby: Blogging
Favorite Food Topping:
Barbeque Sauce

Creative Writing, 12th Grade
Two Books read over the
summer: The Jungle by
Upton Sinclair and
The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkin
Last Album bought: Bore
Machine by Tom Waits

Shaless Robinson

Jonathan Hart

Vocal, 12th Grade
Favorite Movie::
Sex and the City
Favorite Author: Nicholas
Sparks

Creative Writing, 10th Grade
Favorite Color: Purple
Favorite Book Series: Abarat
Fast Food Meal: Lavabox

Cat Bowler

Samantha Dahabi
Dance, 12th Grade
Favorite Movie:
Ferris Bueller’s Day Oﬀ
Favorite Color: Yellow
Weakness: Chocolate

Creative Writing, 11th Grade
Favorite Place: Vermont
Favorite Quote: “Now that’s
a pink flag”

K. Chaney Long

Piano, 12th Grade
Favorite Past-Time: Lickles
(“Little Tickles”)
Favorite Band- Jump Little
Children

Strings, 12th Grade
Favorite Movie:
The Phantom of the Opera
Favorite Smell:
Campfire and Cookies

Haley Dixon

Theatre, 12th Grade
Fast food addiction:
Chick-fil-A
Favorite Snack: Honey
packets
Favorite TV show of the
moment: Star Trek

David Sass

Creative Writing, 12th Grade
Hobbies: Selling black
market organs
Favorite Show: NCIS

Zach Donaldson

Alek Mihok

Victoria Ray

Caroline Rogers

Creative Writing. 12th Grade.
Hero: Andre “Ice Cold” 3000
Favorite Place: Juan Les Pins,
France
Passion: Anything with a beat
Favorite Bands: Norma Jean,
The Beatles,
Crystal Castles, Elliott Brood

Vocal, 11th Grade
Favorite Bands: Slow Club
and Matchbox 20
Nickname: Sunshine

Vocal, 10th Grade
Favorite Color: Red
Favorite Sport: Paintball

Creative Writing. 12th
Grade.
Passion: Photography
Favorite Bands: Radiohead,
Brand New,
Animal Collective,
The Beatles
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Wesley Snell travels to Guatemala and learns a lesson in humanity
By Wesley Snell

It’s been quite a summer. I’ve been to
places where I didn’t have anybody looking after
me, compartmentalizing my life into a schedule
for success, nobody around to say, “Here’s what
you can do to be productive, and here are the
means to do it. Take this pencil and paper, this
computer, this guitar, this paintbrush or piano
or textbook or phone number, take this and do
something with it.” When one gets this first taste
of absolute opportunity and the whole world
seems open, it is hard to distinguish what is
important and what isn’t, what is worth pursuing
and what should be left behind. But I think I
found something, hidden in the small lake town
of San Pedro, Guatemala.
San Pedro is one of several towns
bordering Lake Atitlan, a pristine, gorgeous lake
surrounded by three volcanoes in the Guatemalan
highlands. Look it up. It’s incredible.
It was there that I learned Spanish,
met people from all over the world, and soaked
in the buena vista for three of the best weeks of
my life. Through the school where I was learning
Spanish I also volunteered with disadvantaged
children. For two hours everyday for a week I
ambled down to the edge of the lake next to a
cheap but durable wooden building, and from
there the students would pour out to meet their
instructors. The students ranged from six to
nineteen, reading level from nil to maybe eighth
grade equivalency. Every one of them showed up
to class half an hour early to practice reading, or
at least pretend. Some six-year-olds, I noticed,
interpreted this as daily naptime. The building

in which they learned was a one-roomed affair, across Lake Atitlan.
with solid, hand-built desks and plastic lawn
One thing they never learned was how to
chairs. The crayons these students used were pronounce my name correctly, and when my
chalky and off-color, their pencil sharpener was a week was up they thanked me as “Wazz.” We
rusty knife, their textbooks tattered and second- parted as friends.
rate, and their desire to learn undiminished.
Last week I received an email from
The school operated solely through Felipe, the teacher who coordinates lessons at the
volunteers, who brought whatever skills they had school. He informed me that the school will soon
and taught it. I worked with a woman who taught have to shut down due to lack of funds, which
gymnastics; another taught physical science and go towards not only the tuition of the students
basic algebra. I taught
English and guitar. The
boy and girl I worked
with most, Manuel and
Teresa, were both my
age. They were hardworking, funny, and
wicked smart. Manuel
picked up chords
and scales faster than
anyone I’d ever met.
They made things easy
for me by helping me
stutter my way through
lessons in poor Spanish,
carrying supplies, and
showing up everyday.
They wanted to be
Wes Snell and his brother Jake in Guatemala
there. Manuel and I often
but also
carried over the allotted lesson
general
time if he really wanted to learn a certain chord maintenance of the school, food for the
progression or the names of different keys. Teresa children, school supplies, and healthcare. “Given
always had to leave an hour early to work as a this unfortunate situation we are experiencing a
maid for some of the wealthier townspeople lack of funds and the lack of sponsors, we find it

Lunch schedule brings mixed emotions
ByDeborah Crocker

Each new year at SOA brings at least two Besides, I don’t think many of you like having to
significant changes to the school environment, for reluctantly drag yourself back to class after lunch
better or for worse. It depends on how you look to complete the second half of a test. In fact, it can
at it. The new lunch schedule was a bit of a shock be fairly depressing. Wouldn’t you like to have it
to some, especially since no one found out until over and done with?
we were suddenly instructed to dump our things
“The new schedule is fine except for
into our classrooms
the fact that we have
and go to lunch.
to share lunch with the
First lunch is set
seventh graders,” said 10th
after second period,
grader Catherine Santos.
and second lunch is
The stampeding children
after third period. It’s
in the cafeteria make
an inconvenience to
things slightly crowded
some students, but
and maybe a little
most teachers find this
embarrassing to some
wonderful news.
who prefer to avoid their
There’s
a
younger siblings when
very big difference.
with their friends.
By cutting a class in High school students attend first lunch with
But whatever our
half to go to lunch,
feelings
might be, we’ll all
middle school.
as was part of the old
survive this change, just as
regime, less work gets done and the first lunch we’ve survived other big changes in school. It’s not
teachers have to deprive their starving students of really a difficult adaptation, and the pros dwarf
a meal because a test had to be completed. With the cons like a Great Dane next to a goldfish.
the new schedule, these problems are eliminated.
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necessary first to appeal to their good will so that
we can provide financial support for the dream of
children and youth not Left truncated and that
the operation of the Association to continue for
much longer,” he wrote. This is easily translated.
These kids need our help. What isn’t as easily
understood, I think, is the situation these kids
will be left with should they be unable to go to
school. Lake Atitlan is beautiful, but not idyllic.
I’ve seen the poverty down there; I know it’s real
and infectious and crippling. I’d hate to
see these kids, my friends, pushed into
that hole. Nobody is down there telling
them how to succeed, because hardly
anyone there knows themselves.
There are currently fifteen
students dependent on donations. It
would cost $100 a month to cover all
the costs for all fifteen children. Several
of these children have debilitating
glaucoma and will go blind without
treatment. This is real, and it’s serious,
and it’s sad, guys. If anyone here at SOA
can and is willing to donate to the San
Pedro Spanish School, or can help me
gain access to grants or other fundraising
opportunities, please contact me at
snelly1091@yahoo.com. I want them to
have the ability to choose the burdens they carry.
I want them to have the ability to determine
their desires. I hope that with the right resources,
these students will be able to look at the world
as I have been fortunate enough to: as one of
endless opportunity.
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SOA welcomes new teachers and administration
Ms. Bednarczyk: French

Ms. Bednarczyk was “Happily transferred here”
from CE Williams. She has also taught in West Ashley
High School and West Ashley Middle School. She attended
Framingham State College and Florida State College.
She loves traveling, scrap booking, boating, and reading.
Ms. Bednarczyk was also a dancer and taught dance as a
“professional amateur.” She thinks the students and staff at
SOA are great! “Très gentils et polis, c’est super!”

Ms. Mahone: Vice Principal

Toshawnka Mahone, the new middle school
vice principal, came to SOA looking for new experiences.
She has taught at North Charleston High and Military
Magnet Academy. She attended college at both College of
Charleston and Charleston Southern, and majored in applied mathematics and secretary administration, she also
minored in economics. Originally, she had no interest in
teaching but was asked by a close friend to join a critical
needs program, and she quickly fell in love with teaching.

Ms. Amick: Deaf Education

Ms. Amick is thrilled to be at SOA. She was
drawn to the subject of deaf education because she has a
deaf cousin and was fascinated by sign language growing
up. She now has a BA in Deaf Education from Converse
College. She taught at Berry Elementary, North Charleston
High, Oakland Elementary, and Charlestowne Academy.
She has two daughters, Robbi and Jamie. Robbi graduated from SOA in 2007. Jamie is currently a junior vocal
major. Ms. Amick is very involved in the arts, and she often
attends concerts and art galleries and is a make-up artist
for Charleston Youth Company. She thanks SOA for being
welcoming to the new students and staff.

Ms. Torres: Deaf Education

Ms. Torres has taught at O’Quin School and
Charlestowne Academy. Mrs. Torres was drawn to the hearing impaired program because of the children she has been
able to work with. Mrs. Torres loves spending time with her
two daughters Andrea, 18 and Sarah, 15. Her hobbies include gardening, reading, bird watching and star gazing. She
loves Big Band music and her favorite actors are Mel Gibson
and Bette Davis. She contributes to the arts by oil painting
and singing in her churches choir.

Ms. Lewis: Deaf Education
Ms. Lewis was drawn to the Hearing Impaired
program after her own daughter went through it. She attended Young Memorial Technical College and taught at
Laing Middle School, North Charleston High School,
Lincoln High School, Brentwood Middle School, and
Charlestowne Academy. In her spare time she is involved
with church choir.

Ms. Barnett: Deaf Education
Ms. Barnett taught at Charlestowne
Academy, Laing, and Palmetto Christian Academy.
She attended Clemson University and Converse College. She began working with the hearing impaired
because of her passion for working with deaf children.
Ms. Barnett has been married for 16 years and has
two children. In her spare time she likes to be with her
family, read, and spend time at church.

Mr. Ross: Media Center

Joining the media this year is a man with
a green thumb. Mr. Pelvin Ross, Media Specialist says
gardening is one of his favorite past-times. He says he chose
SOA because it is an “exemplary school.” He attended the
University of South Carolina and earned a BA in History
and his Masters Degree in Library Science. He previously
taught at Stall High School and Charlestown Academy. Mr.
Ross and his wife Nancy have a daughter Temple, and a
cat Aylah. His favorite author is James Joyce and he enjoys
watching Paul Newman movies.

Ms.Virden: Resource

June Virdin is the new resource teacher
at SOA. She previously worked at North Charleston High School. She earned her college degrees
at Claflin. Mrs. Virdin is the mother of two sons
and has two grandchildren. In her spare time she
likes to relax with a good read or some television.

Ms. Duffy: Deaf Education
Tracy Duffy has a BS in Hearing and Speech
Science from Ohio University and a MEd in Special Education from University of Cincinnati. She has previously
taught in Cincinnati, Ohio. She was drawn to the subject
while working on her degree at Ohio State University. “I
decided I wanted to work in the schools with children with
hearing impairments and other disabilities instead of just
seeing them for therapy a few days a week,” she explained.
She has been married for thirteen years and has two children, Liam and Maurin. She loves riding bikes, reading
and kayaking, and played piano and trombone in high
school.

Ms. Middleton: Deaf Education

Ms. Middleton has also taught at Charlestowne Academy, James Island Middle, Baptist Hill
High, and CC Blaney Elementary. Ms. Middleton
has three children and two grandchildren. Her hobbies include sewing, writing poetry, and dancing.
Ms. Middleton, “would love to learn Salsa and Ballroom dancing.”

Mr. Walters: Deaf Education
Deaf education comes naturally to Mr. Walters, because both of his parents are deaf and American
Sign Language was his first language. Mr. Walters has
been married for 26 years and has one child named
Carolyn. In addition to teaching, Mr. Walters has interpreted plays with the Greenville Summer Shakespeare
Company.
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Students Collins Rice and Jamie Amick win The Jefferson Award for public service
By Cat Bowler

The Jefferson Awards are part of a national
organization which is extending its influence to
America’s youth through the institution of High School
Jefferson Clubs in five cities
nationwide, including schools
in Charleston, Savannah,
Wilmington, Chicago and the
L.A. area. With the goals of
both increasing volunteerism
in high schools and laying
a sturdy foundation for the
development of leadership
skills, the Jefferson Awards
are given to those students
who are involved within the
school community, exhibit the
potential to become effective
leaders, and participate actively
in raising awareness of local
volunteer opportunities while
being personally involved as
Senior Collins
well.
Four students will be selected to represent
SOA at a Youth Service Initiative Conference for
the Jefferson Awards that will take place at North
Charleston City Hall on October 16, 2009. In addition
to encompassing all sixteen Charleston County schools
that are affiliated with the Jefferson Awards’ recent high

school programs, students from Savannah’s Jefferson
Awards Club will be present at the Training Conference
where those in attendance will spend the day hearing
from speakers like the national Director
Michele Fidance and Mayors Summey
and Riley.
Founded in 1972 by Jacqueline
Kennedy, U.S. Senator Robert Taft Jr.,
and Sam Beard, the Jefferson Awards for
Public Service are designed to reward
individuals who demonstrate strong
leadership coupled with outstanding
volunteerism in the community. Some
of the prestigious members of the
Jefferson Award Board include Laura
W. Bush, Whoopi Goldberg, and Neil
Simon. Among the previous recipients
of the award on a national level are
Lance Armstrong, Jimmy Carter, Walter
Cronkite, and Oprah Winfrey.
In June of 2007,
Rice
Academic Magnet student Vasanth
Kuppuswammy received the Jefferson Award under
the guidance of our own Mr. Smyth. Kuppuswammy
renovated and equipped two Maganurpatti schools
in Tamil Nadu, India with desks, ceiling fans, school
supplies, a basketball court, three science labs, a
computer lab, and a library. During the last two years,

Mozart in the South Music Festival
ByWesley Snell

If you happened to be wandering downtown on September 12th, you might have heard the
strain of violins swelling the air, or the low, golden
growl of a cello. If you happened to pass by Marion Square, you would have seen the
source: Mozart in the South, a music
festival directed by SOA seniors Johnathan Heyward, Maddie Cooper, and
Emma Ostapeck aimed towards exposing the depth and beauty of classical
music to younger audiences.
The event was spearheaded
by Johnathan Heyward, who spent the
summer honing his conducting skills in
workshops in New York and Charleston. “It’s been such a learning experience for me, both from a musical aspect
and an organizational aspect,” he said.
The festival lasted from 10:00 AM until
4:00 PM, with activities ranging from
instrumental lessons to music appreciation performances and culminating with a performance by the
Mozart in the South Youth Orchestra, an ensemble
of fifteen with students from SOA, Stratford, and
College of Charleston. The orchestra, conducted by
Heyward, performed the “Holberg Suite” by Grieg

and “Eine Kleine Nachtmusik” by Mozart. Said
Heyward of the experience, “It’s such an honor to be
able to do this, to be able to take what I’ve learned
from the incredible teachers I’ve had and give it back
to the community.”
Maddie Cooper and Emma
Ostapeck deserve mention as managers of the event. They had to contract
musicians, schedule rehearsals, organize the activities, design T-shirts,
and find appropriate venues for the
music. But all the hard work seems
to have paid off. “At first I thought
it would just look good on a college
application,” said Cooper, “but now I
realize it’s something I’d like to do for
a career.”
We’d be fortunate if she did
just that. The festival was an apparent
success, with people clamoring for
more performances from the orchestra at the end.
They were even asked to perform again in several
churches downtown. Congratulations to everyone
who participated in the event on your success, and
thank you for keeping the spirit of classical music
alive here in Charleston!

Attention seniors!

t4FOJPSTIBWFUISPVHI4FQUFNCFSUIUPCPPLUIFJSTFOJPSQPSUSBJUTXJUI-JGFUPVDI
t%FBEMJOFGPSRVPUFTBOECBCZQJDUVSFTJT4FQUFNCFSUI&NBJMUIFNUP
Kiantechapman1@gmail.com.
t2VFTU#SJEHFTDIPMBSTIJQEFBEMJOFJT4FQUFNCFSUI
t(SBEVBUJPOEBUF+VOFUI
t"OZJEFBTGPSBTFOJPSUIFNF &NBJMUIFNUP4BNBOUIB%BIBCJ!HNBJMDPN

hopes that her work with the
his volunteer work has enabled 30 to 35
program motivates others to
students to attend college annually.
“go out and get the original
At the School of the Arts,
documentary,
Invisible
the Jefferson Award will be presented to
two students monthly who exemplify
Children, and see what they
can do too.”
the characteristics which the award seeks
This
summer,
to honor. These student winners will be
Collins, who is no stranger
featured in each issue of the Applause for
to devoting her time to
their service accomplishments. The first
two students to receive the Jefferson Award
volunteering, worked tirelessly
in the SOA bookstores,
at SOA are Jamie Amick and Collins Rice.
assuming
responsibility
Jamie Amick became involved
for locating and scanning
with Uganda’s Invisible Children Program
textbooks
for
students,
after first hearing about the organization
applying hundreds of name
through her church and later on television.
stickers to those books, and
She agreed to initiate an assembly at the
proceeding to answer general
School of the Arts, during which associates
questions about school book
of Invisible Children will broadcast a short
Junior Jamie Amick
procedure for new and returning students. As president
film about the distressing state of many of Uganda’s
youth. Congress is currently attempting to pass the of SOA’s national Honors Society, Collins agreed to help
with the store because she was “moved by the amount
Lord’s Resistance Army Disarmament and Northern
of work that Mr. Smyth had put in on his own time
Uganda Recovery Act 2009. This bill is aimed towards
rescuing Ugandan children from radical Joseph Koney to make sure the textbook distribution went smoothly.”
(who recruits them as child soldiers into his army) Congratulations to both ladies for their outstanding
sending emergency aid to those affected by the Lord’s
service commitment and dedication!
Resistance Army, and investing in rebuilding Ugandan
infrastructure, including hospitals and schools. Jamie
is “really passionate about [Invisible Children]” and

Students represent home school in X-C
By Haley Dixon

Lauren DiNicola was dying. One
of students, but they have to race
foot after the other, she made her rubagainst the clock. Mondays through
bery legs move. Hot sweat dripped
Fridays, every afternoon, the three
down her forehead. A cramp pinched
have to race across town to try and get
her side, but she kept pumping her
to practice on time.
arms, thinking, “one more step, one
“I’m used to it from my sophomore
more step”.
year.” Lauren said. “I ride over there
Lauren was not about to give up
with Lucy and Felix. But, luckily,
with three miles behind her sneakers
Wando is very accepting of us because
and a train of puffy faced runners trywe are usually late.”
ing to run her down. Her lungs felt
Though, acceptance is being greethot and scratched. Rasping, she sped
ed with a rigorous 800 meters of a
across the finish line, placing Wando
speed workout, or tempo runs for five
Lucy Rumnler
in second.
to eight miles. Lauren, Lucy, and Felix have to train
“I felt really good about Spartanburg.” Lauren nonstop in order to help maintain Wando’s title of
said, referring to the 3.1 mile invitaional race held number one.
in early September. “I’ve never broken 20 minutes
At around 6:30 in the evening every weekday, they
before. I got 19:35, which is my best time.”
get home and stretch out on the couch, yawn and do
For the Junior Varsity team, Lucy
hours of homework.
Rumnler went through the same tor“But, it’s worth it.” Lucy said.
ture. Though, she helped place the JuBeing a runner is not just a sport,
nior Varsity team in second as well.
it’s a lifestyle. It is something you
“Lucy has had some knee injuries in
have to commit to with time and
the past,” Lauren said. “But she has a
body. Every mile run is a contest
really great attitude about it. Every time
against oneself to go faster and to
cross-country comes around she’s right
push harder. To help preserve Wanthere, ready to go.”
do’s new title, Lauren, Lucy, and FeThe two of them along with Felix
lix are ready to push themselves as
Hadtstein are part of the Wando High
far as they can go.
School cross-country team. Felix is new
“I had a knee injury last year,
to the team and is ready to show his deso I’d like to get my times back to
votion to running.
where they were. Make a full recov“I missed the first meet because I was
ery.” Lucy said. Felix as well is looksick. I haven’t ran any meets yet, but I’m
ing to shine once he can start racing.
Lauren DiNicola
looking for 17:15.” Felix said.
Under the pressure of number one, Lauren is ready
These runners not only compete against hundreds to keep beating her own personal records with each
race.
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School of the Arts prepares for the campus move that is right around the corner
By Wesley Snell

The hour draws near, SOA. The hour
where we will shrug off the pervasive cockroaches,
crumbling walls, and mysterious smells of our
beloved campus and strike out for new beginnings.
Of course, there are many rumors floating around
and many fears that need confirmation or clearing
up. Hopefully this article can clear things up.
Construction on the new School of the
Arts/Academic Magnet campus is on schedule,
reports Mr. Reinhart in a recent interview. The
main academic buildings for both the middle and
high schools should be completed by October
15th, while the administration and arts buildings
are scheduled for completion by December 15th.
But there’s much more to it than that. “When
you see the buildings from the outside, it just
looks like a construction sight,” Mr. Reinhart
said, “But when you see the new buildings and
how they’ll benefit the students, how they’ll have
opportunities they might not have had before,
that is when it becomes exciting.” These benefits
include world-class arts facilities and general
technological improvements. For example,
construction on the music rooms are being
overseen by a professional studio designer, who
will eliminate the sound bleed effect that drifts
through our Fine Arts building now and augment
the room design to create the best sound system
and acoustics possible.
“The teachers have had some input, but
these studios were mainly designed by a company
that produces the highest quality performanceand recording-based sound studios.” Similar
attention has been applied to each art major. The
Theatre and Dance majors will have a brand-new,
beautiful stage, designed by architects who have
worked on other community performing art
centers. Mr. Reinhart emphasized the amount of
precision and detail that has gone into making the

school’s art facilities university-level quality.
However, there will be some
adjustments that have to be made concerning
the allocation of space. There will not be enough
classrooms for all the teachers, so a new system of
mobility will be employed to maximize efficiency
in each classroom. “Most equipment is mobile
now; it comes with wheels. The classroom is just

hard to turn “four walls” into a place of learning.
Mr. Reinhart also pointed out the clear
separation of the middle and high schools. “It’s
not that the kids don’t work well together, quite
the contrary. But it’s important that each has their
own space and sense of identity.” Not only that,
but seniors will have their own lounge area for
displaying their art, studying, and congregating

The new school should be completed by December 15th

a shell. “These days teachers can just walk into a
classroom and log in on a computer and the room
is theirs. In the end, it’s just four walls,” said Mr.
Reinhart.
Of course, anyone who has been in Mr.
Orvin’s room will attest differently. And while
there probably won’t be any faculty identity crises
after the transfer, it is still difficult to tell the hardworking teachers of SOA that they won’t have
a place to call their own. Students will remain
largely unaffected by this adjustment; our classes
will be set, but the teachers will have to work extra

during lunch. The allocation of space, it seems,
will largely benefit the students. In the end, Mr.
Reinhart had this to say: “Would it be nice if we
had a little more space? I’m sure it would be. But
as far as efficiency is concerned, and knowing that
we’re using less energy and supporting a greener
lifestyle - I think that is important, too.”
As for the burning question of sharing
a campus with Academic Magnet, the answer is
to be determined. “Mrs. Peterson (the principal
of Academic Magnet) and I are concerned with
the logistics of moving two schools. We don’t

know what the exact relationship will be yet, but
right now we have separate academic classrooms
and facilities,” Mr. Reinhart said. However, we
will be sharing the gymnasium, cafeteria, and
media center. “The media center, I think, is
where we will be interacting the most. We’ll be
pooling our resources together and bringing
in an outside specialist for a second-to-none
new media center.” As of now, all the academic
buildings for the two schools are separated and
buffered by the administration building, meaning
we may not see much of Academic Magnet at all.
Mr. Reinhart made it clear that now we are “two
separate schools merely sharing the same campus”
but also added, “Who knows what the future may
bring?” Who, indeed. These are questions many
want cemented into certainty, but the answer will
have to wait.
Something that was made clear to
me in my interview with Mr. Reinhart was his
dedication to preparing students properly for not
only college, but the real world in general, and
his desire to hear students’ opinions. He wants to
hear from you, SOA, so if you have anything you
need to say or want heard, don’t hesitate. Exercise
your democracy. Many questions have been raised
surrounding the transfer and one of the most
important debates is whether or not the spirit of
the school will move on past the old campus. “I
think the feeling of SOA is not based on the walls
surrounding us, but the people sitting in the seats,
the friends and family who have come together
to make this school what it is. I see it only
getting better.” Well, the only way to be sure is to
contribute! If we wish to be the architects of our
education and make this a school for students, we
must help design it. But either way, we’ll be there
January. Brace yourselves!

Ms. Cline brings movement and dance to the high school theatre department
By Samantha Dahabi

Ms. Cline has been teaching dance
at the SOA for eight years. Bringing more than
thirty years of professional experience, she has
been the artistic director of companies such as
Feats, The Dance Company in New York City
and Apogee Dance Company on Hilton Head
Island. Mrs. Cline has a Master’s Degree from
Wesleyan University in Connecticut, and a
B.A. from Goddard College in Vermont.
What grade levels are you teaching?
I am teaching grades 6 and 11 in dance and
grades 9-11 in theatre.
What does teaching theatre movement entail?
In teaching theatre / movement, I ask myself the
question, “How can I use dance material and
concepts to help actors enhance their presence
on stage?” Of course actors are often required
to be able to dance in musicals and reviews.
However, the way an actors incorporates his

or her body movements and gestures in
all dramatic material is very important.
Confident use of the body on stage is a
tool the actor can use to make a character
come alive.
How is it different from teaching dance?
Teaching dance requires teaching
technique and choreography. It is all
about crafting the body to make art. For
the actor, technique is not as important as
body awareness, balance, and increasing
the range of movement possibilities. Dance
is often abstract in what it communicates
to the audience. More often in theatre, the
material is literal.
What
experience
do
you
have
with
theatre
and
acting?
I have been around theatre for much of
my life. I spent many years working on

performance art, which to a choreographer,
means bringing aspects of theatre into dance
pieces. I have choreographed numerous
musicals, including helping with The Wiz last
year and found that working with actors is not
only rewarding, but a lot of fun.
What upcoming project do you have planned for
the theatre majors?
Right now the sophomores and juniors are
working on shape and image to prepare for
a pantomime piece. They will also learn and
perform a short piece of choreography for the
9 weeks showcase in October. I will be working
on a movement piece with Ms. Link using
masks during the second 9 weeks. We are also
going to take stage combat to a new level using
contact improvisation techniques.

Ms. Cline is now teaching theatre movement
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Sam Dahabi 12th Grade

Rachel Anthony 11th Grade

"Trailblazing was the hardest thing I've ever done. Every day was a challenge, and some
days we'd hike 12 miles non-stop uphill! Despite how challenging it was, it was the
most incredible experience of my life."

Lee Ropp 8th Grade

“I went to the Florida Gator Tennis Camp
for 2 weeks. I won the team tennis, and lost
in the finals of the singles the second week
to an 18 year old. I played two tournaments
after the camps and won both. Then I
traveled to Brevard, North Carolina for
another camp. We ran timed miles
everyday. I lost in quarters in that
tournament, but I recently won the Boys
165 and 14 doubles.”

“This summer I spent two weeks at the
South Carolina Summer Dance Conservatory Ballet Intensive held at the University of South Carolina. My stay was
extremely exciting because I was one of
the first people to use USC’s brand new
dance building, even before the students!
I was given the opportunity to workwith some world renowned artists such
as Tatiana Legat (former Kirov Ballet
principal/ Boston Ballet Faculty), Medi
Bahiri (Ballet NY artistic director), Judith Fugate (former New York City Ballet principal/ Ballet NY artistic director),
Stacey Calvert (former NYCB soloist/
USC Dance Faculty) and Kyra Strasberg
(former Boston Ballet principal/ USC
Dance Faculty). Those two weeks were
probably the most intense of my entire
dance career thus far. I really loved my
summer experince because I learned to
improve my technique and I made tons
of new friends from all over the country.”

Charlie Martindale 11th grade

"I went to Germany and Guyana, South America over
the summer. I really had a great time; I learned so much
and got a whole new perspective on cultures. Guyana was
a mission trip; we stayed at an orphanage and did VBS
at a local church. In Germany I went to a family reunion
with my step father. I hope to go to Guyana again for
my fourth summer, and I think everyone should go to
Europe once in their life."

Katie Drennan 12th Grade

“This summer I went to Cedar Point in Ohio with
my family. It’s known for having the fastest roller
coaster in the nation, The Dragster. The ride goes
from 0 to 120 mph in four seconds. It was really
intense – and too fast to know what you’re doing
because it only lasts 17 seconds.”

Alek Mihok 12th grade

Deborah Crocker 12th Grade

“I went to Busch Gardens and rode the world’s tallest
roller coaster, the Griffon. We also visited family in
Petersburg and had a small family reunion, where all
of the best cooks in my family congregated.”

Mary Lee Carter 11th Grade

“I went to Paris this summer. It was beautiful, but five years of French
classes didn’t prepare me at all. It was fun, but hard to navigate, and
it smelled like cigarettes. All in all, it was a crazy awesome summer.”

Sara Oliver, 12th Grade

“In July, Jessie Sanders and I went to Orlando, Florida for a week. We went to
Universal Studios and we stayed at one of the hotels at the theme park. We went the
summer before as well and we had so much fun that we plan on going again next
summer after we graduate.”

“I went to Slovania. I then went to
Austria, and had a blasty-blast. I
then went to France and stayed there
for a week. I went to a foam party
where they filled an entire disco with
foam. Then, for a weekend, I went to
visit my family in Serbia where they
have a house literally floating on the
river, and when big boats come past,
it rocks back and forth. I wasn’t afraid
though. I have confidence in Serbian
technology.

Dylan Walsh 11th grade.

"Over the summer I went to Canada and saw Kiss, Styxs,
and Blue October. I was in Quebec City with my grandparents. We visited a lot of family and went to a concert
every night. All the concerts were extremely loud and we
sat on a wall because Quebec is a gated city, so we had a
great view. I learned to speak French more fluently, due
to emersion in the language and meet a few aunts and
uncles I didn't know I had. I most defiantly recommend
going to Quebec City, though driving there was not the
optimal experience.”
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Coldplay delivers great concert at the Verizon ampitheater in Charlotte
By Cat Bowler

As the moon hung high over the
packed Verizon ampitheater in Charlotte, North
Carolina, the crowd hummed with anticipation of the night’s promise. I, along with three
of my closest SOA friends, and one of our very
own English teachers, Mrs. Drennan, was swallowed in the mass of deafening cries swelling from
the audience upon realizing that the silhouettes
which dotted the darkened stage belonged to the
members of one of my personal favorite bands,
Coldplay.
From the opening song to the final encore, lead vocalist Chris Martin proved he possesses the rare ability to make a personal connection with each of his thousands of fans; whether
dancing in the pit, perspiring in uncomfortable,
hard-backed chairs, or camped out in the lawn on
a blanket, it is impossible not to feel as though
Martin is serenading you individually, as if his erratic dancing is not part of some secret rhythm
which only you and he are tuned in to. Certain aspects of a band’s performance dictate the fault line
that divides the ‘good’ concerts from the ‘great’
ones and Coldplay’s shows undeniably fall into
the latter category. Managing to balance out the
new songs on their ‘Viva La Vida’ album, released
in 2008, with seasoned crowd favorites like “Yellow,” “The Scientist,” and “Clocks” while having

the entire audience sing along the
the brief moments that I gazed hunwords of them all is no small feat.
grily into Chris Martin’s face, a few
At one point during the
realizations crystallized in my mind.
concert, Coldplay migrated out to
Firstly, I would probably never meet
a platform set in the middle of the
the musicians of Coldplay. Sure, you
crowd to perform one of their clascould spend ridiculous amounts of
sics, “Green Eyes.” Our seats were
money on backstage passes in return
far from the main stage, but their
for a few frantic minutes of confesslocation change narrowed the dising your obsession to the band memtance between us and the band to
bers, who would subconsciously conabout twenty feet. I remember looksider you nothing more than a crazed
ing over at Katie Drennan as the
fan and proceed to forget your face
familiar tune floated through the air
shortly after the forced encounter, but
around us and whispering, “I wish I
God, why would you want to? Next,
could see their faces, right up close,
I despised the girls who attempted to
even for just a second.” As if God
(literally) launch themselves over the
himself had been eavesdropping on
caution tape. Yes ladies, not at all desour shared longing, security guards
perate – men go nuts for being tackled
and caution tape filled the sidewalk
by intoxicated strangers. Finally, I was
directly in front of our seats. It took
struck by the intense desire for the opthe span of about three stunned secportunity to express my gratitude to
onds to grasp that Coldplay would
Coldplay for the impact that their mube walking directly in front of us on
sic has had on my life - not in one of
Seniors (from left to right) Katie Drennan, Cat Bowler,
their trek back to the main stage.
the millions of over-the-top confessional
Caroline Rogers, and Lauren DiNicola attend the Coldplay concert.
Needless to say, we dodged the secuscenarios that they’ve endured, but just
rity guards’ futile attempts to intera chance to shake Chris Martin’s hand
whose music we so admire.
fere and pushed our way to the edge of the thin,
The time that it took for Coldplay and simply tell him, “Thank-you.”
plastic barrier – all that separated us from the men to sweep by us was immeasurably fast; during

Inglourious Basterds, a guaranteed good time
By Tori Roy

In this remake of Enzo G. Castellari’s
1977 The Inglourious Basterds, the story begins
in Nazi occupied France.
A small French family
sheltering an illegal Jewish
family is inspected by Col.
Hans Land (Christoph
Waltz), and only one of
the girls (Mélanie Laurent)
escapes when her family
is slaughtered by the
Nazi soldiers. She begins
plotting her
revenge
when a young war hero,
Fredrick Zoller (Daniel
Brühl) takes interest in
her and arranges to host
a grand movie premiere
at the theatre she now
owns. Every major Nazi
officer is attending this
Grand Premiere and
the conspiring young
woman’s plans begin to
form. This event catches
the attention of a JewishAmerican
anti-Nazi
group called, “The Basterds,” known for their
brutal treatment of the Nazi party, including the
scalping of Nazi generals and soldiers.
Being a huge fan of Brad Pitt, I was

Vol. 11 No.1

already excited about the privilege of watching
him for the next two hours, but as the movie
played out I found
myself looking less at
the chiseled, angelic
features of Mr. Pitt and
delving more and more
into the story of this
young Jewish girl and
group of mismatched
Nazi-killers, a story
any history fan will
appreciate.
The
balance of intelligent
humor,
strong
characters and good ol’
Nazi killing, is worth
the rip-off price of
any Charleston movie
theatre. Although I
myself love to indulge
in the foreign film,
some people may not
enjoy the subtitled
French, German, and
horribly
accented
Italian, but if you can
get past watching the characters and the little
white letters flashing across the screen at the same
time: I can guarantee you’ll enjoy this movie.
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The consequences of the Equality of Rights Amendment outweigh its benefits
By Jonathon Hart

To begin with,
I’d like to say that I
firmly believe that
equal rights for
women are inarguably both practically
and morally necessary. However, I also
strongly believe that
the consequences of
an Equal Rights Amendment (E.R.A.)—
should it pass—would be entirely negative
for both men and, even more so, for women.
The argument against the E.R.A.
is simple, but rings true: firstly, the E.R.A.
is too broad and unspecific and its implications are too far reaching and easily abused.
Secondly, “interpretations” of the E.R.A.
are already being used to justify extreme
legislations that are in reality damaging
for women. Thirdly, (the thing most obvious in my mind) is that an Equal Rights

Amendment is simply not necessary.
I know that for many people that
last statement poses a serious problem, and
that some of my readers are probably thinking something along the lines of: “How
can he say that an Equal Rights Amendment isn’t necessary when most women are
making seventy-five cents for every dollar
a man makes?” The answer is simple; the
E.R.A. is exactly what its title suggests: an
amendment about equal rights, not equal
opportunities. Much like an old adage my
dad used to repeat to me, having a high
paying job is a privilege, not a right. While
there are already in existence many laws
created specifically to prevent discrimination against women, there is nothing in
the E.R.A. that will in anyway improve
job opportunities/working conditions for
women. Just to clarify, I’m not saying that
there aren’t problems with discrimination
against women in the workplace or even
that we don’t need laws to insure equal op-

portunities for women; I’m just saying that
the E.R.A. does not address those things.
The E.R.A. is also too unspecific and its implications will be in the end, negative for
women. In her book, Sex Bias in the U.S.
Code: A Report of the U.S Commission on
Civil Rights, Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsberg (a major proponent of
the E.R.A.) addresses with great frequency
the effects that the E.R.A. will have upon
U.S. laws. Throughout the book, Ginsberg
repeatedly articulates the idea that one of
the major implications of the E.R.A. is that
women should have equal responsibilities
as men. So much so in fact, that according
to her, “Equal rights and responsibilities for
men and women implies women must be
subject to draft registration if men are. The
Congressional debate on the Equal Rights
Amendment points clearly to an understanding of this effect on the Amendment.”
Furthermore, according to Ginsberg,
should the E.R.A. pass, women would not

only be subject to the draft, but women
would lose alimony rights, women would
lose benefits social security pays to widows,
single sex institutions would be eliminated
(such as boy scouts and girl scouts), prisons would become sex-integrated, and the
words: manmade, manpower, businessman, chairman, man, and even woman,
would be stricken from all litigation of any
kind. Unfortunately these types of interpretations of the E.R.A. are not limited to one
woman, but are a general representation of
the types of idea that the E.R.A. would be
used to justify.
In conclusion, equal rights and
opportunities for women are obviously
a necessity and while there may even be
cause for more government legislation on
the matter, an Equal Rights Amendment is
clearly not the answer.

To support the Equality of Rights Amendment is to support equality
By Collins Rice

“Equality of Rights
under the law shall not
be denied or abridged
by the United States or
any State on account
of sex.” I know what
you’re thinking: this
must already be a law;
something as basic the
equality of both sexes can’t be omitted.
Wrong, no law currently in the United
States clearly states that both sexes
deserve equal rights.
In 1923, suffragist Alice Paul
wrote the “Lucretia Mott Amendment,”
which stated: “Men and women shall
have equal rights throughout the United
States and every place subject to its
jurisdiction.” Her amendment, meant
chiefly to protect against legal sex
discrimination, was introduced in every
session of Congress until its reworded
form passed on March 22, 1972. A seven
year ratification deadline was placed on
the “E.R.A.”, meaning it was necessary
for the amendment to be ratified in 38 of
the fifty states; though congress extended
the ratification deadline from 1979 to
1982, the E.R.A. failed only three states

short of ratification. On July 21, 2009
the E.R.A. was officially reintroduced to
Congress without a ratification deadline,
the question that remains, is there still a
need for an Equal Rights Amendment?
The United States of America,
the supposed “world leader” is currently
exempt from the twenty seven countries,
including Rwanda, Afghanistan, Algeria
and China that have equality provisions.
Although there are already some laws that
criminalize sexual discrimination such as,
Equal Pay Act, Title VII and Title IX of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Pregnancy
Discrimination Act, and Supreme Court
decisions based on the 14th Amendment’s
equal protection clause, there is no explicit
law stating equality. If passed, the E.R.A.
would affirm that, not only are all men
created equal, all people are created equal
and entitled to the same rights to justice
and government. If passed, the E.R.A.
would prevent a rollback in the rights that
women have already worked tirelessly for
over one hundred years to attain.
Opponents of an Equal
Rights Amendment count among their
arguments against it: Such a bill would
send women into combat, deny women

the financial support of their husbands,
go against religion, support the legality
of abortion, and allow same sex marriage,
and promote the extension of power in
government rather than in American
citizens.
Personal comments aside, it
seems as if said critics have neglected
the fact that the E.R.A. does not apply
specifically or exclusively to women,
rather advocated equal rights of both
genders. Though the E.R.A. is a feminist
cause, it is first and foremost a humanist
issue; and really, if you look at how the
dictionary defines both denominations,
the two are semantics. Why are only men
forced to sign up for selective service when
they turn 18? Do the women who are
allowed to serve in the armed services not
negate the old Freudian adage, “biology is
destiny” and their physical characteristics
preclude them from military service?
Is that not unfair to men? Consider
the argument that women be denied
the financial support of their husbands.
Although Alimony is only a statute, its
legality is currently encompassed within
the 14th Amendment Right to Privacy
and is entitles both women and men to

spousal support if they are the secondary
earner in the marriage. Interestingly
enough, though women compose 33% of
higher earning spouses, they make up only
4% of the alimony paying population;
should the E.R.A. be passed, perhaps so
would the stigma associated with men
receiving the alimony to which they are
legally entitled. Anti-E.R.A. rhetoric also
overlooks the fact that both separation
of church and state and the right to safe
and legal abortions are supported under
the 1st and 14th Amendment respectively.
Finally, if the overextension of the power
of the United States government is a
concern for those against the E.R.A., why
then should the government be allowed
to dictate whom one marries or whether
women have control of their bodies from
the skin in.
To
support
the
passage
and ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment to the United States
Constitution is to support expressed
equality. After all, regardless of moral or
religious values, can we not all agree that
the extension of equal rights to all citizens
is the basic principle on which the United
States was founded?
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The Sass-Attack: Third Time’s the Charm
By David Sass

Jeez
Louise…
I
cannot, for
the life of
me, believe
that this will
be the final
year that I get to sit here in Dr.
Cusatis’ room and write “The
Sass-Attack” column, let alone for
the third year running. Heck, I’m
still recovering from the shock of
actually making it all the way to
my senior year in one piece! (And
let me tell you, that is quite a
feat considering the fragile sanity
holding back the raging beast that
is Chaney’s god-like wrath.) But
enough of my narcissism; I’ll leave
that up to Jonathan and Wes while
I actually start writing my column
before the last day it’s due.

My dear SOAians, today I
want to ask you
a question, but
before I do, I
need to explain
to you why I
ask it. Earlier today, while I was
attempting to write a humorous
column titled “Why You Are a
Stereotype,” Wes handed me his
column. If you haven’t read Wes’
column yet, then I suggest you
do, because in it he impassionedly
promotes, through the recounting
of a personal story, a cause that
appears both near and dear to his
heart. For whatever inexplicable
reason, upon reading Wes’ impassioned, yet slightly too “bleeding-
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Right now, most of you
are probably rubbing your grubby
little mitts together in anticipation
and wondering, “Oh, what’s he
going to babble and spew rhetoric
about this time?” You probably
think I have a huge wall of ideas
on sticky notes and I have such
a hard time deciding that I just
blindly throw a dart and write
about whatever it lands on. Well,
you’re wrong. Vastly off the mark,
as in, you’ve missed the whole
wall (in fact, I think you’ve hit the
butler). I haven’t the foggiest what
I’m going to write about. So that’s
what I’ll write about: what I don’t
know.
This is the last year that a
hundred and thirty something kids
have the chance to call themselves
for what they are: kids. After this,

all of them, me included, are
pushed off from the comfort of the
shore out into the open sea. Sure,
we have a rope leading back to dry
land, but it’s quickly fraying. And
I can’t speak for anyone else, but
I know I’m scared beyond words.
The past eighteen years of
blood, sweat and tears are supposed
to have been to get us all ready for
the moment when we leap out on
our own. What follows when we
hit the water is entirely up to us.
Do we swim, or do we sink?
I think that what most
parents and teachers hope when
they watch the kids jump in for
what may be the last time is that
they have sent these innocent
youth out with at least some small
inkling of what to do. And really,
that’s all they can honestly hope

for. Very rarely do kids know
exactly what they want to do for
the rest of their life, or at least
how to achieve it. But I think
what bothers me the most is how
everyone takes it for granted that
we all want to go to college, that
somehow another four, six, eight
years of sitting in a classroom will
better prepare us for the world.
For those of us with older
siblings, we have had the chance
to stand on shore and watch as
they swim out. And now, our turn
is quickly arriving. And I still have
no idea what I want to do with
myself, with my life. I’m not even
sure if I want to do something
with my life.
But the question still
stands: do we swim, or do we sink?

heartish” column, mine seemed
to me totally irrelevant! I mean,
yeah, I guess humor is important…maybe, but here was Wes
trying to make a difference and
here I was, trying to make people
laugh (and I was probably failing
at that)!
It was at that moment and
I asked myself, “What do I care
about?” Unfortunately, the answer did not come quickly. Yes,
I’ve been on more than my fair
share of missions trips and done
my fair share of volunteer work,
but was any of that really because
I cared? Sadly, (and there has been
some exception to this statement),
the honest answer is “NO.”
Eventually, it got me think-

ing about an assignment Mr. Orvin just gave me. In it I am tasked
with creating my own country,
making what is in my eyes the
perfect country. Because of this
assignment I have been thinking a
lot about what I would change in
the world. Did you catch that error in my last statement? It took
me a while to get it too. It’s the
word “would.” This whole time,
that word, “would,” has been a
major one in my thinking. Why
should I wait until I rule the
world (which, incidentally, will
be a short 25 years from now) to
change things?
The following is said in a
loud preacher’s voice:] I say unto
you, my fellow SOA-ians, THE

TIME IS NOW! I know that
there are many of you who do
have causes you actively support
and care about, but this goes out
to the rest of you: the people who
have fallen into the same trap of
apathy as me. Really, what causes
do you actively support because
you truly believe they will make
the world a better place?
In short, the question I
want to pose to you is as follows: if
YOU ruled the world, what would
you change? Now it is my humble
duty to break it to you that you
probably won’t rule the world, so
start NOW changing the world.

What if you ruled the world?
By Jonathon Hart
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Aquarius (January 20 – February 18): There’s a surprise in your
closet. Open door slowly.
Pisces (February 19 – March 20): Watch out for killer whales…
they’re lurking in the murky waters.
Aries (March 21 – April 19):Leave your window open at night. You
may get a visit from Peter Pan.
Taurus (April 20 – May 20): Start your engines. The race is on!
Gemini (May 21 – June 21): Celebrate Paula Abdul’s birthday by
popping in a work-out video!
Cancer (June 22 – July 22): Don’t Hassle the Hoff.
Leo (July 23 – August 22): Congratulations! You’re practically the
president!
Virgo (August 23 – September 22): We’re coming for you.
Libra (September 23 – October 22):Yes, your summer is over. It’s
time to get to work!
Scorpio (October 23 – November 21):Watch your step…they’re following you.
Sagittarius (November 22 – December 21): Take a deep breathe, it’ll
be okay.
Capricorn (December 22 – January 19): Don’t forget to brush your
chompers in the morning AND at night!
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What do you think the most challenging part of this year will be?
Compiled by Brittany Ropp and Samantha Dahabi

“The beginning, because it’s going to be
harder to make the transition from elementary school to middle school.”
Adele Blalock, 6th Vocal

“Getting used to this school and then changing to the new one.”
Jay Rode, 6th Creative Writing

“Carrying my book bag around.”
Marin Miller, 7th Creative Writing

“Doing extra credit projects for
social studies.”
Chase Reiheld, 7th Visual Arts

“The PASS Test”
Vivek Menon, 8th Strings

“The transition to the new school.”
Mrs. Fairchild, 8th grade Math

“Doing all my homework and testing.”
Addison Lewis, 9th Dance

“Passing French 2”
Sullivan Hamilton, 10th Theatre

“Keeping my grades at an A and working on
acting.”
Rebecca Fox, 11th Theatre

“Algebra with Mrs. Bunch.”
Will Cammer, 11th, Visual Arts

“College Applications.”
Collins Rice, 12th Creative Writing

“There are too many possibilities for Senior
Pranks.”
Alek Mihok, 12th Creative Writing

